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Prior to the introduction of the provisions of the
Regulation (EC) n. 392/2009 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 23 April 2009 concerning the
liability of carriers of passengers by sea in the event of an
accident, the responsibility of the maritime carrier of
persons for damage to passengers and baggage in the
Italian legal system was regulated by Articles 409 and
following of Code of Navigation.
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Liability for death or injury is outlined according to the
principle of presumed fault as per art.1218 of the Civil
Code according to which there is liability if it is not proved
that the event arises from a non attributable cause.

It is on the carrier to provide the exonerating
circumstances while it is upon the passenger to prove that
the accident occurred between his embarkation and his
disembarkation.
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Judgments of the Court of Cassation are less favorable to
the passengers.
- The passenger has to identify the accident and the cause
of the accident.
- There is a difference between an accident occurred
"due" to the transport and “in the occasion” of the
transport with a different interpretation of the burden
of proof on the carrier.
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The EC Regulation 392/2009 lays down the regime
relating to liability and insurance for the carriage of
passengers by sea as set out in the relevant provisions of:

- the Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of
Passengers and their Luggage by Sea, 1974, as amended
by the Protocol of 2002 (the Athens Convention).
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The Regulation shall apply to any international carriage
where:
a) the ship is flying the flag of or is registered in a
Member State;
b) the contract of carriage has been made in a Member
State;
c) the place of departure or destination, according to the
contract of carriage, is in a Member State.
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Member States were given the possibility to postpone the
application for domestic transport by ships of Class A and
B starting from 31 December 2016 and 2018.
In Italy from 31 December 2016 the Regulation is
applicable to domestic transport by sea on class A ships
and from 31 December 2018 to domestic transport by sea
on class B.
The application of the Code of navigation remain for the
domestic effected with ships of classes C and D.
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There is no certainty on the applicable regime of liability
for the passengers.

- Obligations to provide information to passengers?
- Differences in the liability regimes: limited liability or
liability without limits.
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Code of Navigation does not provide for limits of
compensation for the damage suffered by the passenger.

The carrier, in its capacity of shipowner, can however avail
of the provisions regarding the limitation of the debt
pursuant to art. 275 Code of Navigation and the legislative
decree n. 111/2012 implementing Directive 2009/20/EC
containing rules on the insurance of shipowners for
maritime claims.
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EC REGULATION No. 392/2009
1974 Athens Convention
LIMITATION

-

right for appropriate and certain compensation of
damages.

- carrier’s need to limit to a certain level his exposure.
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Death and personal injury

If caused by a shipping incident (shipwreck, capsizing,
collision or stranding of the ship, explosion or fire in the
ship, or defect in the ship) the liability of the carrier is
strict up to 250,000 Special Drawing Rights (SDRs).
For claims exceeding such amount liability is on fault,
with a ceiling of 400,000 SDRs and the burden of proof is
on the claimant.
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TWO TIER LIABILITY
LIMIT (400,000 SDRs)

STRICT LIABILITY for claims from 0 to 250,000 SDRs
FAULT LIABILITY for claims from 250,000 SDRs to 400,000
SDRs
The carrier is liable unless proves that the incident occurred without
his fault and neglect. This includes the fault or neglect of the
servants of the carrier, acting within the scope of their employment.
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Art. 13 of ATHENS CONVENTION
The carrier loses the right to limit its liability as per
described by the Convention if it is proved that the damage
resulted “from an act or omission of the carrier done with
the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and with
knowledge that such damage would probably result”.
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Damages claimed by the passengers in case of a major
casualty (Norman Atlantic – 27/28 Dec 2014)

- Survived passengers.
- Relatives to deceased passengers in the capacity of
heirs.
- Relatives to deceased passengers claiming for their own
damages.
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Non pecuniary damage claimed by survived passengers
and relatives to deceased passengers
- They claim to have suffered both a damage affecting
the biological sphere (biological damage) and a
damage, caused by acts criminally relevant, affecting
personal rights guaranteed by the Constitution (moral
damage).
- Judgments of the Court of Cassation state that there is
no possibility of an autonomous assessment of the
moral damage.
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- The liquidation of the non pecuniary damage must be
unitary: according to the Court of Cassation (N. 26972
and following delivered in 2008) there is no room for
multiplication of the non pecuniary damage with a
specific reference to biological damage or moral
damage.
- This would entail a duplication in compensation of
damage which, instead, can be assessed only with the
category of non pecuniary damage (“danno non
patrimoniale”).
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- The Courts cannot adjudge separately the biological
damage and the moral damage which, together,
constitute the one and only descriptive category of non
pecuniary damage.
- A correct liquidation of the non pecuniary damage is
made possible by the application of the Tables of the
Court of Milan which introduced a specific percentage
point which takes into account the damage to the
biological sphere and its effect on all aspects of human
personality.
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Liquidation of non pecuniary damages
- Age of the damaged person
- Prejudice to the biological sphere suffered
- Personalization
- Harmonization between “biological damage” and
“moral damage”
- Unitary liquidation of non pecuniary damages
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This is confirmed also by a number of decisions delivered
in relation to the Costa Concordia case where Courts
rejected an autonomous liquidation of “moral damage”.
The “moral damage” has only a descriptive importance
and must be considered just in terms of personalization of
the damage according to the Tables of Milan.
There is no damage “in re ipsa” as itself since this would
be contrary to the concept of compensation of damage as
restoration of an offense being more a private penalty for
harmful behavior.
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Damage claimed by relatives to deceased passengers
- Are the Tables of Milan applicable in a major casualty
like Norman Atlantic?
- Each event causing death is perceived as one and only
and tragic.
- Tables of Milan guarantee of uniformity.
- Minimum and maximum reference.
- Possibility of personalization.
- Intensity of the relationship.
- Strict proof since parental status is not sufficient.
- All of this needs to be balanced with the limit foreseen
by the Athens Convention.
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Multiplication of items of damage
- Damage for lucid agony of the deceased passengers
Necessity to provide adequate proof with particular
reference to the exact moment when death occurred
- Damage for ruining holidays
Is it appropriate to major casualties?
Compensation to be made at discretion of the Courts
- Pecuniary damage
Provisions of the Convention to limit compensation for
luggage, other items of damage to be strictly proved.
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Items of pecuniary damages
-

Medical expenses
Costs for repatriation
Legal costs
Hotels and expenses already made
Loss of income coming from the deceased relative to
the member of family
- Loss of profit in their activity because of damage
suffered.
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Italian legal system still does not contemplate the concept
of the precautionary or exemplary function of
compensation. The compensation should indemnify and
refund the actual prejudice suffered as a consequence of
damage.
There is no room for the punitive damages which are,
however, literally excluded by the regime introduced by
the Regulation and Athens Convention.
The position is confirmed by the decisions of the courts
which do not introduce the novelty envisaged by some
claimants.
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There was great expectation in Italy after the interlocutory
order of the first Section of the Court of Cassation which
had decided to refer to the United Sections the question of
the exequatur of foreign decisions adjudging punitive
damages.
The judgment 5 July 2017 n. 16601 of the United Sections
recognize the possibility of the exequatur of foreign
decisions assessing punitive damages but there is no
ground which can constitute the foundation or the
introduction of a general recognition of the category of the
punitive damages.
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The possible introduction of the punitive damage in the
Italian system would appear contrary to the main
characteristics of the compensation and liability regime
which is in force not only in Italy but also in other States.

This would imply some consequences also as regards the
insurance cover: providing insurance also to punitive
damages would lead to an increase in insurance premiums
which would be on the market and, in any event, the
coverage could not extend to the fraud, which, on the other
hand, is the basis of the concept of the punitive damages.
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- Nevertheless the Court admits that civil liability may
have a multifunction intent: example of art. 96 par. 3
code civil procedure according to which it is possible to
adjudge amounts of money beyond the level of
damage: this is accepted by the Constitutional Court.
- Moreover, the United Sections stated that the deterrent
and sanctioning effect of the rules of civil liability
certainly cannot allow "....to the Italian judges who
decide in tort and contractual compensation issues to
give subjective emphases and increases to the
compensation that is paid ”.
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As a consequence, while full compensation must be
necessarily recognized, only the legislator can modify the
principles and the rules, either by giving authority to
Courts to reduce or increase the compensation.
- In the absence of specific provisions of law the judge is
bound by the principle of exclusive reparation of the
damage.
- It would seem possible to affirm that the sanctioning
function of compensation for damages is no longer
fully incompatible with the general principles which
governs our legal system.
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Nevertheless it is clear that what is identified as "punitive
damages" cannot be admitted unless there is a specific
provision of law.
- Necessity of a "legislative intermediation", on the basis
of the principle of the reserve of law as foreseen by art
23 of the Constitution which states that “no obligations
of a personal or a financial nature may be imposed on
any person except by law.
- Furthermore, art. 7 of the European Convention on the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, entitled "Nulla poena sine lege"
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